Slime Two Ways DIY

Way 1 (Pink)

You will need:


Non-Toxic PVA glue




Magical Liquid
Something to colour slime or make it spooky

For this pink slime I used 2-parts PVA glue to 1-part magical liquid and mixed.
To start the mixing processes I used a spoon, but after a couple of seconds I
used my hands.
For children who enjoy gloopy, sticky textures this is a great sensory
experience.
After the slime is starting to feel like slime I added a bit of red poster paint
(best to choose paint the doesn’t stain) and a sprinkle of glitter and mixed this
in.
It looks very cool when the colours start to swirl and change within your slime.

And it is done!!

The magical liquid was bought at B&M from the children’s arts and crafts isle
and was £5 which sounded quite expensive to me at first.
However after using it (and only a slight bit to get a lot of slime) I discovered
how great it was. It was very quick and effective and you can probably get 8
uses out of it depending how much slime you chose to make at a time.

This slime feels gloopy, sticky and cold and has a lot of elasticity to it, making it
great to hold high up and watch it stretch to the floor.

Way 2 (green)

You will need:



Non-Toxic PVA glue
Shaving foam




Saline Solution
Something to colour the slime

For this slime I did not use exact measurements, I started with a bit of shaving
foam and PVA glue and began mixing with a spoon, then added saline solution
which began turning it into the correct texture for slime.
This process was long but will be a lot more fun for the children as there is a lot
of sticky hand mixing which is really good for some sensory input.
If the shaving foam is staying on your hands, you may need more saline solution
and if the slime is not staying together it will need more PVA glue.
Once you have the desired texture, add paint, glue, little Halloween creatures
and what ever you want to your slime to make it interesting.

Saline solution can be bought from supermarkets, usually in the medicine section
(around where you would find eye drops) or you can find it online on websites
like amazon or eBay.

This slime is foamier (like putty) and fluffy. It has less elasticity but still has
the fun, gloopy feeling of the pink slime.
I hope you enjoy making this slime, should you choose to.
As with the other arts and crafts, we would love to see pictures of the children
making their slime.

